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��Tian Wen Yuan Qu,1986 Describes the historical background of the poem and poses questions about Chinese mythology and the nature of the universe.
��The Spirit of the Chinese People Hung-Ming KU,2015-11-16 KU HUNG-MING (1857--1928), the author of the Book The Sprit of the Chinese People, one of his
representative works written in English by him. He is called a linguistic wonder and legendary figure in Chinese modern history. He mastered English, French, German and
Russian languages and once wrote poems in Latin. He is an overseas Chinese and learned in the UK from childhood. People till now are amazed at his eccentric acts and
behaviors and admire him more for his perfect English language ability. The Book was first published in 1915 in Peking. The Book interprets the spirit and shows the
values of Chinese civilization in contrast to the European civilization. The contents of the Book are specifically as follows: I. Preface II. Introduction III. On Chinese
Civilization IV. The Chinese Woman V. The Chinese Language VI. John Smith in China VII. A Great Sinologue VIII. Chinese Scholarship --- Part I IX Chinese Scholarship --
- Part II Appendix The Religion of Mob-Worship or The War and the Way Out
��Chinese Researches Alexander Wylie,1966
��The Chinese Looking Glass Dennis Bloodworth,1967
��China of the Chinese Edward Theodore Chalmers Werner,1921
��Trauma and Cinema E. Ann Kaplan,Ban Wang,2004-02-01 This volume addresses the relation of trauma to transnational modern mass media. The first of its kind,
Trauma and Cinema: Cross-Cultural Explorations provides ten essays which explore the ways trauma works itself out as media — in images in (and as) film,
photography, and video — in global cultural flows. The focus of our volume on the matrix of trauma, visual media and modernity seeks to engage and go beyond
current tendencies in trauma studies. The book discusses how trauma presented in the media spills over national boundaries and can be found in images across divergent
cultures in Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe and America. From the Holocaust to the Chinese Cultural Revolution, from Taiwan’s colonial experience to the
catastrophe of Hiroshima, from attempted annihilation of Australian Aborigines to attempted reconciliation in South Africa, these essays offer the reader a
plethora of images of trauma for comparison and contrast.
��The Reincarnated Giant Mingwei Song,Theodore Huters,2018-09-04 A new wave of Chinese science fiction is here. This golden age has not only resurrected the
genre but also subverted its own conventions. Going beyond political utopianism and technological optimism, contemporary Chinese writers conjure glittering visions
and subversive experiments—ranging from space opera to cyberpunk, utopianism to the posthuman, and parodies of China’s rise to deconstructions of the myth of
national development. This anthology showcases the best of contemporary science fiction from Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the People’s Republic of China. In fifteen
short stories and novel excerpts, The Reincarnated Giant opens a doorway into imaginary realms alongside our own world and the history of the future. Authors
such as Lo Yi-chin, Dung Kai-cheung, Han Song, Chen Qiufan, and the Hugo winner Liu Cixin—some alive during the Cultural Revolution, others born in the
1980s—blur the boundaries between realism and surrealism, between politics and technology. They tell tales of intergalactic war; decoding the last message sent
from an extinct human race; the use of dreams as tools to differentiate cyborgs and humans; poets’ strange afterlife inside a supercomputer; cannibalism aboard an
airplane; and unchecked development that leads to uncontrollable catastrophe. At a time when the Chinese government promotes the “Chinese dream,” the dark side of
the new wave shows a nightmarish unconscious. The Reincarnated Giant is an essential read for anyone interested in the future of the genre.
��Indoor Allergens National Research Council,Institute of Medicine,Committee on the Health Effects of Indoor Allergens,1993-02-01 More than 50 million
Americans, one out of five, suffer from hay fever, asthma, and other allergic diseases. Many of these conditions are caused by exposure to allergens in indoor
environments such as the house, work, and school�€where we spend as much as 98 percent of our time. Developed by medical, public health, and engineering
professionals working together, this unique volume summarizes what is known about indoor allergens, how they affect human health, the magnitude of their effect on
various populations, and how they can be controlled. The book addresses controversies, recommends research directions, and suggests how to assist and educate
allergy patients, as well as professionals. Indoor Allergens presents a wealth of information about common indoor allergens and their varying effects, from
significant hay fever to life-threatening asthma. The volume discusses sources of allergens, from fungi and dust mites to allergenic chemicals, plants, and animals,
and examines practical measures for their control. Indoor Allergens discusses how the human airway and immune system respond to inhaled allergens and assesses
patient testing methods, covering the importance of the patient's medical history and outlining procedures and approaches to interpretation for skin tests, in vitro
diagnostic tests, and tests of patients' pulmonary function. This comprehensive and practical volume will be important to allergists and other health care
providers; public health professionals; specialists in building design, construction, and maintenance; faculty and students in public health; and interested allergy
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patients.
��Techno-Orientalism David S. Roh,Betsy Huang,Greta A. Niu,2015-04-17 What will the future look like? To judge from many speculative fiction films and books,
from Blade Runner to Cloud Atlas, the future will be full of cities that resemble Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Shanghai, and it will be populated mainly by cold, unfeeling
citizens who act like robots. Techno-Orientalism investigates the phenomenon of imagining Asia and Asians in hypo- or hyper-technological terms in literary, cinematic,
and new media representations, while critically examining the stereotype of Asians as both technologically advanced and intellectually primitive, in dire need of
Western consciousness-raising. The collection’s fourteen original essays trace the discourse of techno-orientalism across a wide array of media, from radio serials
to cyberpunk novels, from Sax Rohmer’s Dr. Fu Manchu to Firefly. Applying a variety of theoretical, historical, and interpretive approaches, the contributors
consider techno-orientalism a truly global phenomenon. In part, they tackle the key question of how these stereotypes serve to both express and assuage Western
anxieties about Asia’s growing cultural influence and economic dominance. Yet the book also examines artists who have appropriated techno-orientalist tropes in
order to critique racist and imperialist attitudes. Techno-Orientalism is the first collection to define and critically analyze a phenomenon that pervades both science
fiction and real-world news coverage of Asia. With essays on subjects ranging from wartime rhetoric of race and technology to science fiction by contemporary
Asian American writers to the cultural implications of Korean gamers, this volume offers innovative perspectives and broadens conventional discussions in Asian
American Cultural studies.
��Looking for the Other E. Ann Kaplan,2012-09-10 What happens when white people look at non-whites? What happens when the gaze is returned? Looking for the
Other responds to criticisms leveled at white feminist film theory of the 1970s and 1980s for its neglect of issues to do with race. It focuses attention on the male
gaze across cultures, as illustrated by women filmmakers of color whose films deal with travel. Looking relations are determined by history, tradition, myth; by
national identity, power hierarchies, politics, economics, geographical and other environment. Travel implicitly involves looking at, and looking relations with,
peoples different from oneself. Featured films include Birth of a Nation, The Cat People, Home of the Brave, Black Narcissus, Chocolat, and Warrior Marks. Featured
filmmakers include D.W.Griffith, Jacques Tourneur, Michael Powell, Julie Dash, Pratibha Parmar, Trinh T. Min-ha, and Claire Denis.
��China Dreams William Callahan,2013-06-06 To understand how China is shaping the twenty-first century, China Dreams eavesdrops on conversations between
officials, scholars, bloggers, novelists, film-makers and artists. Rather than pitting Confucian China against the democratic west, Callahan weaves Chinese and
American ideals together to describe a new Chimerican dream.
��The Question Concerning Technology in China Yuk Hui,2016-09-02 A systematic historical survey of Chinese thought is followed by an investigation of the
historical-metaphysical questions of modern technology, asking how Chinese thought might contribute to a renewed questioning of globalized technics. Heidegger's
critique of modern technology and its relation to metaphysics has been widely accepted in the East. Yet the conception that there is only one—originally
Greek—type of technics has been an obstacle to any original critical thinking of technology in modern Chinese thought. Yuk Hui argues for the urgency of imagining a
specifically Chinese philosophy of technology capable of responding to Heidegger's challenge, while problematizing the affirmation of technics and technologies as
anthropologically universal. This investigation of the historical-metaphysical question of technology, drawing on Lyotard, Simondon, and Stiegler, and
introducing a history of modern Eastern philosophical thinking largely unknown to Western readers, including philosophers such as Feng Youlan, Mou Zongsan, and
Keiji Nishitani, sheds new light on the obscurity of the question of technology in China. Why was technics never thematized in Chinese thought? Why has time never been
a real question for Chinese philosophy? How was the traditional concept of Qi transformed in its relation to Dao as China welcomed technological modernity and
westernization? In The Question Concerning Technology in China, a systematic historical survey of the major concepts of traditional Chinese thinking is followed by
a startlingly original investigation of these questions, in order to ask how Chinese thought might today contribute to a renewed, cosmotechnical questioning of
globalized technics.
��Darling Babies Marianne Borgardt,1994-01-01
��Nonlinear Spectroscopy Societ� italiana di fisica,1977
��The Clash of Empires Lydia He. LIU,Lydia He Liu,2009-06-30 What is lost in translation may be a war, a world, a way of life. A unique look into the nineteenth-
century clash of empires from both sides of the earthshaking encounter, this book reveals the connections between international law, modern warfare, and
comparative grammar--and their influence on the shaping of the modern world in Eastern and Western terms. The Clash of Empires brings to light the cultural legacy
of sovereign thinking that emerged in the course of the violent meetings between the British Empire and the Qing Dynasty (1644-1911). Lydia Liu demonstrates how
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the collision of imperial will and competing interests, rather than the civilizational attributes of existing nations and cultures, led to the invention of China, the
East, the West, and the modern notion of the world in recent history. Drawing on her archival research and comparative analyses of English--and Chinese--language
texts, as well as their respective translations, she explores how the rhetoric of barbarity and civilization, friend and enemy, and discourses on sovereign rights,
injury, and dignity were a central part of British imperial warfare. Exposing the military and philological--and almost always translingual--nature of the clash of
empires, this book provides a startlingly new interpretation of modern imperial history.
��Science Fiction from China Dingbo Wu,Patrick Dennis Murphy,1989-09-11 Despite periods of heavy censorship and political opposition, science fiction has emerged in
the People's Republic of China as a popular literary genre. This anthology of stories by six major Chinese science fiction writers is the first such collection to be
published in English. The stories are enriched by China's ancient tradition of fantastic literature as well as that nation's fascination with futuristic science and
technology, and they provide illuminating glimpses of Chinese attitudes, values, and daily life. Wu provides a comprehensive introduction to the history of Chinese
science fiction together with a chronological bibliography of stories, novels, and related critical works. This fine anthology of eight stories by six authors shows
that, while years behind the west in terms of maturity of the genre, China is catching up as fast as the state will allow. Editor Dingbo Wu's excellent introduction
gives a historical overview of SF in China, while detailing the fluctuations of political acceptibility during the past decade. Publishers Weekly Despite periods of
heavy censorship and political opposition, science fiction has emerged in the People's Republic of China as a popular literary genre. This anthology of stories by six
major Chinese science fiction writers is the first such collection to be published in English. The stories are enriched by China's ancient tradition of fantastic literature
as well as that nation's fascination with futuristic science and technology, and they provide illuminating glimpses of Chinese attitudes, values, and daily life. Like
most Chinese science fiction writers, the authors represented in this volume are engaged in scientific research or the popularization of science. Their work reflects the
critical dictum that scientific fiction must be scientifically factual or based on reasonable extrapolations of known fact. Among the themes treated in these stories
are people's use of and relationship to robots and clones; peaceful versus military application of technology; futuristic detection and intelligence operations; space
exploration and warfare; and personal heroism, patriotism, and responsibility. The stories typically incorporate an optimistic view of science's contribution to the
future of humankind. Wu provides a comprehensive introduction to the history of Chinese science fiction together with a chronological bibliography of stories,
novels, and related critical works. This collection offers a unique perspective on modern China and a welcome opportunity to explore the Chinese contribution to
one of the most popular forms of contemporary fiction.
��China and Orientalism Daniel Vukovich,2013-06-17 This book argues that there is a new, Sinological form of orientalism at work in the world. It has shifted
from a logic of ‘essential difference’ to one of ‘sameness’ or general equivalence. China is now in a halting but inevitable process of becoming-the-same as the USA and
the West. Orientalism is now closer to the cultural logic of capitalism, even as it shows the afterlives of colonial discourse. This shift reflects our era of
increasing globalization; the migration of orientalism to area studies and the pax Americana; the liberal triumph at the end of history and the demonization of Maoism;
an ever closer Sino-West relationship; and the overlapping of anti-communist and colonial discourses. To make the case for this re-constitution of orientalism, this
work offers an inter-disciplinary analysis of the China field broadly defined. Vukovich takes on specialist work on the politics, governance, and history of the Mao
and reform eras, from the Great Leap Forward to Tiananmen, 1989; the Western study of Chinese film; recent work in critical theory which turns on ‘the China-
reference; and other global texts about or from China. Through extensive analysis, the production of Sinological knowledge is shown to be of a piece with Western
global intellectual political culture. This work will be of great interest to scholars of Asian, postcolonial and cultural studies.
��The Fire Opal Mechanism Fran Wilde,2019-06-04 The Fire Opal Mechanism is the fast-paced and lively sequel to Fran Wilde's The Jewel and Her Lapidary Jewels
and their lapidaries and have all but passed into myth. Jorit, broke and branded a thief, just wants to escape the Far Reaches for something better. Ania, a rumpled
librarian, is trying to protect her books from the Pressmen, who value knowledge but none of the humanity that generates it. When they stumble upon a mysterious
clock powered by an ancient jewel, they may discover secrets in the past that will change the future forever. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
��Information Fantasies Xiao Liu,2019-02-19 Winner of the Science Fiction Research Association Book Award A groundbreaking, alternate history of information
technology and information discourses Although the scale of the information economy and the impact of digital media on social life in China today could pale that
of any other country, the story of their emergence in the post-Mao sociopolitical environment remains untold. Information Fantasies offers a revisionist account of
the emergence of the “information society,” arguing that it was not determined by the technology of digitization alone but developed out of a set of techno-cultural
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imaginations and practices that arrived alongside postsocialism. Anticipating discussions on information surveillance, data collection, and precarious labor
conditions today, Xiao Liu goes far beyond the current scholarship on internet and digital culture in China, questioning the limits of current new-media theory and
history, while also salvaging postsocialism from the persistent Cold War structure of knowledge production. Ranging over forgotten science fiction, unjustly
neglected films, corporeal practices such as qigong, scientific journals, advertising, and cybernetic theories, Information Fantasies constructs an alternate
genealogy of digital and information imaginaries—one that will change how we look at the development of the postsocialist world and the emergence of digital
technologies.
��Sawdust Mountain Eirik Johnson,Tess Gallagher,2009 Text by Tess Gallagher, Elizabeth Brown. Poem by David Guterson.
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